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Mother’s Day  
Gift Ideas
Treat mom to some items to help her get summer ready for Mother’s 
Day! These ideas will take her from morning workouts to pool days 
and barbecue nights. Throw in a gift card for a massage or pedicure 
for the perfect gift to celebrate all she does for your family! TH
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Help mom keep her face looking young and 
fresh while protecting it from UV rays all 
summer with an SPF! This one also acts as 
a primer you can put on before 
make-up or wear alone.
ZO Medical Sunscreen + Primer SPF 30 
available for $67 via  
Lonestar Health & Wellness, 
Forever Young at Dermatology 
Associates, and Healthcare Express 
Dermatology and Age Management

Fake a healthy summer 
glow with this organic self 

tanner from Salubrious Sun! I love how 
easily and naturally it goes on your skin. It usually 

stays at least a full week when I apply it!
Organic Self Tanner for $50 via Salubrious Sun

The perfect summer accessory! I love these 
BudhaGirl bangles since they will go with 
everything. They can easily be dressed 
up or down plus paired with other jewelry 
or worn alone as a statement piece! 
BudhaGirl Ivory Three Kings Bangles available 
for $95 via Lindsay Kate Designs

All white sneakers to accentuate your summer glow while 
keeping you comfortable! These shoes are perfect for 
chasing your kids around and escorting them to all their 
activities. I recently got a pair and can personally attest 
to how similar they feel to having clouds on your feet!
Hoka Clifton One Sneakers available for $140 via Racquet & Jog

I love these stylish frames from Maui Jim! Perfect 
for eye protection and looking cute. The shades 
of pink contrast perfectly together!
Maui Jim Sunglasses available for $499 via The Eye Guys

Tote all the towels, snacks, 
and sunscreen to and 
from the pool in this 
waterproof tote! A Bogg 
Bag is the ultimate 
way to transport 
everything you 
need for a day 
of fun in the sun. 
You can also easily 
hose it down to 
clean as needed!
Bogg Bag available for 
$89 via Fan Fare Gifts


